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 which appears to the examining magistrate as prejudicial to the
trial of the accused person.1
During the Second World War additional powers were taken by
Defence Regulations to control propaganda. Defence Regulation
39B made it an offence to make use of any false statement, document
or report to influence public opinion in a manner likely to be pre-
judicial to the defence of the realm or the efficient prosecution of
the war. The regulation as originally made applied not only to false
statements, but might also have been used to penalise honest
criticisms of the Government. It was replaced early in the war and
the new regulation was limited as a result of parliamentary criticism
to penalising false statements. Defence Regulation 39A provided
power to deal summarily with persons endeavouring to seduce from
their duty or to cause disaffection likely to lead to a breach of duty
among persons in His Majesty's service or employed by a public
authority in connection with the public service or defence of the
realm.
Defence Regulation 39B as originally made, also enabled a com-
pulsory censorship of the Press to be established, but a few weeks
later it was restricted to the control of the publication of matter pre-
judicial to our relations with foreign countries or relating to trans-
actions in the course of negotiation between the Government and
persons abroad. This concession left the Press free to use its own
discretion as to the publication of other matter, subject to the risk
of prosecution if it published matter prejudicial to security. Defence
Regulation 2D, which was added to the code in 1940, gave power
to suppress a newspaper without previous warning on the ground
that it was systematically publishing matter calculated to foment
opposition to the prosecution of the war. The regulation was used
in 1941 to suspend The Daily Worker, and in 1942 The Daily Mirror
was threatened with suspension as the result of the publication of a
cartoon and other material calculated to cause unrest in the armed
forces and the merchant navy.
The right to hold a public meeting or procession is akin to, but
separate from the right of free speech. There must be considered
(a) the place where the meeting or procession is to be held, (b) the
risk of disorder arising from it.2
"The right of free speech is a perfectly separate thing from the
question of the place where it is to be exercised."3 In regard to use
of the public highway a distinction must theoretically be drawn
1 Summary Jurisdiction Act (Northern Ireland), 1953, s. 42.
a The law on this very complicated topic is fully discussed in Dicey, op. cit^
Appendix, Section H. (1), Here only a brief and dogmatic statement of the law
is attempted.
8 McAra v. Magistrates of Edinburgh, [1913] S.C. 1059, at p. 1073.

